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Our research has been focused on the
cognitive capacities of the 2-year-old
child. We reported that the 2-year-old
performs better than the 4-year-old in
judging the relative quantity of rows of
clay balIs (1). (The stimuli are represented in Fig. 1b of Piaget's discussion.) Since Piaget developed the theoretical problem as wen as the general
techniques used, there are many points
of agreement between our initial paper
and his critique, and some points t!1at
remain to be clarified (compare 2 and
3).
With respect to the experimental issues, Piaget suggests that the young
child responds to the relative density
or "crowding" in the shorter row, not
to its relative numerosity. We have
recently used numericany equal rows

--

with one row shorter and denser than
the other and with length relations similar to those shown in Fig. lb. We
found that there was no tendency for
children at any age to choose the denser row as having "more" (4). Therefore, the young child appears to make
correct quantitative decisions without
reference to the relative density of the
rows.
Piaget mentions several difficulties he
found in replicating our results (5).
(i) The child tends to choose system aticaIly the row closest to him. However,
this effect could not have contributed
to our results because in our experiment row orientation was systematically
vaned. (One-fourth of our subjects, in
each age group, saw rows perpendicular to their frontal plane with the

shorter line on their right, and onefourth with the shorter line on the left.
One-fourth of the subjects saw the
lines paraIlel to their frontal plan with
the shorter line closer to them while the
remaining fourth saw the shorter line
farther from them.)
(ii) "Preliminary experiments show
that many very young children do not
understand the term more." OUf most
recent experiments indicate that the
young child responds as though he understands the word morc: he correctly
chooses the row with more baIls when
it is shorter, longer, or the same length
as a reference row; conversely he does
not consistently choose the longer or
denser row when it has the same number of items as a reference row (4).
Although
such correct performance
does not necessarily prove correct
comprehension, it is a strong sign of it.
This linguistic objection led Pia get to
use an experimental procedure that is
different from ours: for the relational
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word more [and same in our subsequent work (4)] Piaget used the absolute terms, a lot, a little, and not a lot.
Although the use of such tlbsolute
terms possibly stabilizes the child's behavior (as Piaget indicates), it is likely
that, even for a child, a relational problem is very different from an absolute
one. Thus, the fact that most of the
children tested by Piaget indicate that
one of two rows has "a lot" or "a little"
cannot be compared directly with our
finding that he knows (and says) which
row has "more." Furthermore, to compare Piaget's results with ours, only the
first response given by his subjects can
be used. Throughout, Pia get interviewed
his subjects on the same sort of problem several times, and all the responses
were considered equivalent. However,
we have found that repeated questioning from an adult may lead a young
child to believe there was something
wrong with his response, and thus he
may change it (4).
Piaget notes that only the more
numerous row was actually manipulated in our original experiment, and he
argues that this might account for the
results. (iii) Either the young child
understands "more" as an additive term
and simply chooses the row that he
observes being supplemented or (iv)
the young child chooses the row that he
observes the experimenter manipulate.
In a recent experiment, however, we
have controlled both possibilities by
prior preparation of all rows on cardboard strips. Under these conditions,
in which rows are manipulated equally,
neither row receiving additional pellets,
young children perform extremely well
(93 percent choose the correct row as
having more), and older children perform markedly less well (4).
We agree with Piaget that the term
"conservation" should not have been
used in our first paper. We used a kind
of "overconservation"
technique because, like Piaget, we observed that
quantitative concepts (particularly the
concept of equality) are difficult for the
young child to verbalize. The "overconservation" technique allowed the child
to exhibit judgements of relative quantities in nonverbal responses (pointing
to one row, or taking it). Furthermore,
we felt that the high level of performance that the 2-year-pld achieved on
this task (and on later tasks) indicated
a fundamental capacity to appreciate
quantitative relations of the sort that
could be studied with the true conservation paradigm.
[We have discussed elsewhere the relation between

-

--

ouI;"first experiments and the study of
the. capacity for conservation and also
some true conservation studies with
young children (4).]
With respect to theoretical issues we
take our results to mean that the 2year-old already has certain basic cognitive capacities; these capacities are
subject to the child's general limitations
on such expressive functions as atten-'
tion and memory. To overcome these
limits, the child forms (intuitive) perceptual generalizations that extend his
capacities .beyond the behavioral limits.
Since these perceptual generalizations
fail in critical cases, the child is ultimately impelled by his experience to
integrate them into a system that includes both the basic logical capacities
and the perceptual generalizations. This
interpretation does not assume a notion
of competition between "good" and
"bad" strategies, as Piaget suggests. In
particular, the perceptual generalizations that the child develops at the end
of the third year are not "bad"; on the
contrary, they are appropriate consequences of the interaction among the
child's basic capacities, his subsidiary
skills and experience. Therefore, our
interpretation does not "cut the link
between the subject and exterior reality."
(However, we are not claiming that
there is any obvious external reason for
the formation of the perceptual generalizations at a particular stage of development, nor is there any automatic
empiricist way of accounting for those
attributes of stimuli that become the
basis for generalizations and those that
do not. That is, while the perceptual
generalizations represent adaptations to
experience, there is nothing in the external world sufficient to explain the
particular experiences that the child
recognizes, nor why he adapts to them.
The organization and motive for these
developments must be found in the
child himself.)
Our interpretation
seems close to
Piaget's interpretation
that "( young)
children expect conservation, but . . .
they have to construct new means of
quantification.

...

The

inadequacy

of

the means of quantification explains
nonconservation . . . very young children pass throllgh a stage of llonconservation as they reorganize relations
which they cannot yet grasp in fulL"
(Emphasis here is ours.)
Every theory of cognition must include a description of the relation between innate and learned component~.
Piaget postulates as a basic innate
mechanism, the "reflective abstraction

process" that extracts the regularities,
rules. operations, and coordinations of
the child's actions and transfers these to
the cognitive domain. Of course, the
"retlective abstraction process" entails
powerful nativist assumptions, because
it must have internal structure, already
defined domains of application, and
built-in capacity to segment actions and
their coordinations. Thus, we must examine further concepts such as "reflective abstraction process" and "actions" befcre they will have explanatory value. On the one hand, we
consider that Piaget's formulation is
inadequate. not because of its nativism
but rather because of the unjustified
emphasis placed upon action as the
only datum upon which the innate
equipment can operate. On the other
hand. we cannot conceive of actions
without internal guiding principles,
which arc themselves, crucial components for the genesis of cognitive capacities.
We owe to Piaget our bias toward a
functional innateness rather than toward a preformaaional one. (Indeed,
we have never intended to argue exclusively for innate structure as opposed to innate process which can
abstract structure from experience.)
Nevertheless cognitive processes (like
chemical reactions)
are difficult to
observe directly-rather
we must examine the structure of initial. intermediate. and final functioning and then
describe intervening processes to account for the development
of the
child's performance. Piaget has devoted
a great deal of attention to the operations which the child develops by age 7
to 8.and also to the absence of those
operations during the preceding years.
We are now attempting to expand
these investigations by examining the
initial strategies and heuristics that the
2-year-old child has as he startof this
phase of his cognitive development.
Whether a particular component of
cognition is to he viewed as "innate"
or as the result of early learning will
he " question for further theoretical and
empirical investigations.
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